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Curriculum Decolonisation

• Today’s session:

• Some information for those new to the concept of 
decolonisation.

• The motivation for decolonising our curricula in PPLS.

• An invitation to think about the way our disciplines and our 
teaching/learning are shaped by colonial structures.



What is decolonisation?

• “To decolonise is […] to situate the histories and knowledges 
that do not originate from the West in the context of 
imperialism, colonialism and power and to consider why these 
have been marginalised and decentred.”

PPLS report, DtC Working Group (2021)
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• “To decolonise is […] to situate the histories and knowledges 
that do not originate from the West in the context of 
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Key message 1:

The goal of decolonisation is
to create a globally relevant curriculum that 

represents all students.



Who is decolonisation for?

Key message 2:

Decolonisation is for everybody. 
Colonial legacies restrict our worldview.  This is 

detrimental to our fields and our educational praxis.



Who is decolonisation for?

• A colonised curriculum 
• privileges or invalidates knowledge solely due to where and with 

whom it originates.
• creates a power imbalance between those who have internalised 

the dominant culture and those who have not.
• this alienates members of our communities.

• A decolonised curriculum
• opens a window to new kinds of knowledge and ways of sharing 

it: this requires a certain amount of humility!
• helps alienated students take ownership of their learning by 

sharing their knowledge.



UoE Thematic Review 2018–19:
Black and Minority Ethnic Students

• The report covers challenges for BME students at UoE:
• Lack of sense of belonging.
• Isolation & Mental Health.
• Lack of support & barriers to accessing support.
• Disproportionate access to curricula and learning.

UoE student, 2022:
“like sometimes I’d experience microagressions and just even direct racism, and that will 
have an effect on how comfortable I feel around other people.  And sometimes, even now, 
I do get a bit anxious about introducing myself and what people will think about me, 
especially when they question my name and where I’m from.  It’s just, yeah, I get really 
anxious about that sometimes”.

Gray & Shemery (research in progress)
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Attainment gaps

• “The proportion of UK domiciled BME students achieving 
a 1st or 2.1 honours degree has been lower than white 
students for each of the last five years”
• 2.9% to 9.3%-points lower. This finding is similar across the sector.

• But! Efforts to decolonise the curriculum elsewhere in the UK 
have been shown to completely eliminate (and even reverse) 
this gap.



This is where we are now

• Main conclusion of the Thematic Review:
• “BME students experience barriers related to both representation and 

cultural diversity within the curriculum and learning environments”.

• Key recommendations:
• Address the disparity by Curriculum Review and Curriculum 

Transformation.



How to begin the process: 
inspiration from STEM (SULSA 2021)
• It can start from a very small place:

• “it starts with a conversation – this is that conversation”.

• Decolonise your own mind:
• it must start with yourself.
• all of us can do this, even those who may already be further ahead on the journey.
• ask yourself difficult questions, openly and honestly.

• “Just because you’re a Person of Colour doesn’t mean you don’t absorb 
colonial structures… you may even perpetuate it”.
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Key message 3:

Universities are colonial structures.  Classrooms are too.



How do we begin?

• Think about colonial factors that have shaped your discipline:
• in PPLS disciplines they are numerous! Think, too, about how colonial 

structures benefit (some of) us.

• Eurocentrism in education is problematic:
• i.e. because of the focus on Eurocentric values.

• Not about removing western-focused knowledge, but critically 
evaluating the power relations that come with it.
• Not about adding in non-western-focused content in a 

tokenistic way.



Teaching and learning in PPLS

• We must inform ourselves about attainment gaps and 
introspect honestly about how teaching may perpetuate them.

• Get involved in the decolonisation process:
• for BAME students, this itself may help to narrow attainment gaps.

• Think creatively about learning and assessment:
• are there gaps in what you’re taught/teaching?
• do assessments contribute to inequality?



For students

Build your awareness: openly acknowledging the problem can 
go a long way.
• Strong (positive) feelings from fellow students noted where efforts to 

do this have been made.
• This may entail abandoning the myth that students are fragile and 

need to be shielded from harsher realities.
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Key message 4:

Not recognising colonial injustice openly is gaslighting 
for BAME/minoritised students and staff.



For students

Build your awareness: openly acknowledging the problem can 
go a long way.
• Strong (positive) feelings from fellow students noted where efforts to 

do this have been made.
• This may entail abandoning the myth that students are fragile and 

need to be shielded from harsher realities.

Key message 5:

The duty of a university is to train students who are 
enabled to talk about their field of specialism in a way 

that benefits and improves society.



There is much more to say...

... but these are the key take-away points:
1. Decolonisation = create a globally relevant curriculum for everybody.
2. Decolonisation is for everybody.
3. Universities are colonial structures.
4. Not recognising colonial injustice is gaslighting for BAME staff & 

students.
5. Universities aim to train students to talk about their field of 

specialism in a way that improves society.

Questions?


